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The Kumaun Sub-Himalaya region is one of the most 
active regions falling into Seismic Zone V along the  
Himalaya. The geomorphology and drainage patterns 
in the area of active faulting and related growing fold 
provide significant information on the ongoing tec-
tonic activity. The Kaladungi Fault (KF), an imbri-
cated thrust fault of the Himalayan Frontal Thrust 
system provides an excellent example  of forward and 
lateral propagation of fault and related folding in both 
directions along the strike of the fault. The KF has 
displaced the distal part of the Kaladungi fan surface 
resulting into formation of south-facing active fault 
scarp with variable heights along the front. In the  
east, the uplifted fan surface is ~  60 m, is compara-
tively higher in the central part with height of ~  200 m 
and ~ 80 m high in the west. The variation in heights 
along the fault is attributed to lateral propagation of 
fault and associated fold in both directions (i.e. east 
and west) from the centre. These clearly testify dis-
placement starting at nucleation in the centre and 
propagating laterally in an elliptical manner. The 
northwest and southeast propagation of KF has  
resulted into diversion of the Dabka and Baur rivers 
respectively. A marked diversion of the modern 
Dabka river along its present course from east to west 
can be traced between Shivlalpur and Karampur 
towns, covering a distance of about 10–12 km. Simi-
larly, the Baur river is shifted from west to east by 
about 5–6 km between Kamola and Kaladungi towns. 
The diversion of Dabka and Baur rivers can well be  
justified by the existence of palaeo-wind-gaps through 
which these rivers flowed earlier during the recent 
past. The wind-gaps are characterized by about  
0.5–1.0 km wide incised valley extending in NE–SW 
direction between Kaladungi and Karampur along the 
frontal zone. 
 
Keywords: Active fault, fold and thrust belt, lateral 
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Introduction 
ONGOING tectonic activity in the Himalayan terrain is 
well revealed by the occurrence of moderate to large-
magnitudes earthquakes as well as prominent tectonically 
controlled geomorphic indicators. The most prominent 
large-magnitude earthquakes which have occurred along 
the Himalayan arc in the last 100 years are: 1905 Kangra 
(Mw 7.8), 1934 Bihar (Mw 8.4), 1950 Upper Assam (Mw 
8.4) and 2005 Muzaffarabad (Mw 7.6) earthquakes1–6. In 
the Himalayan region several studies have revealed that 
geomorphic expression like displaced and warped Late 
Pleistocene and Holocene surfaces along active faults in 
the frontal zone, the signatures of palaeo-lake formation 
due to movement along active faults, gullied surfaces 
marked by ravines and the development of canyons/deep 
narrow gorges, entrenched channels and waterfalls are 
indicative of active tectonic and fault displacement, and 
its influence over the evolution of the landscape4,6–19. It 
has been proved that careful evaluation of geomorphic 
features can help in understanding the influence of tecton-
ics on landscape change and drainage evolution6,8,18,20–28. 
Understanding of past drainage evolution may be derived 
from present-day river patterns, which provide insights 
into past deformational events within active mountain 
belts29. Numerous conceptual models and field studies 
suggest that in tectonically active regions, the fault 
growth and associated deformation have direct control 
over shaping the landscape and drainage evolu-
tion6,15,16,18,24,25,29–31. Fault growth, related folding and 
propagation of fold in the frontal and lateral directions 
are usually observed in fold-and-thrust belts. The process 
of active faulting and associated fold growth, lateral 
propagation and fault segmentation as well as linkage in 
many tectonically active regions have influenced the 
shaping of the landscape15,24,32,33. Also, it has been sug-
gested that displacement during each major earthquake 
along active faults most likely contributes towards the 
growth of the fault and fold34. These active faults could 
be considered as a source for future earthquakes18,35. Con-
tinuous deformation and related growth of the landform 
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creates fluvial diversions; such geomorphic indicators can 
be used to reconstruct the fold history of the region6,30,33. 
Lateral propagation of fault and associated fold has usu-
ally caused diversion of river channels leaving behind the 
palaeo-water or palaeo-wind-gaps as observed along sev-
eral areas; for example (a) Pakuashan anticline, foothills 
of Taiwan15, (b) Wheller ridge, California30,36, (c) Tien 
Shan, Kyrgyzstan37, (d) eastern Ecuadorin Andes33, (e) 
Kerman Province, SE Tehran38, (f) Janauri anticline along 
the Himalayan Frontal Thrust (HFT), India6,18 and (g) 
Zagros Simply folded belt, Iran39. In this article we pre-
sent surface manifestation of lateral propagation of fault 
and related fold growth along HFT in the foothill zone of 
Kumaun Sub-Himalaya (Figure 1). The fault propagation 
and fold development have caused the Dabka and Baur 
rivers to divert from their earlier course to the present one 
in different stages (Figures 1–4). 
Geomorphology of the study area 
In the present study along the Himalayan front, we used 




Figure 1. CARTOSAT-1 data showing the distribution of active fault  
traces around Kaladungi–Kotabagh area. The Kaladungi fan is flanked 
by Baur river to its east and Dabka river to its west. The fan is dis-
placed by Kotabagh Fault (KOF) in its proximal end and by Kaladungi 
Fault (KF) in distal part. KF represents imbricated fault of Himalayan 
Frontal Thrust (HFT). DWG1–3, Wind-gaps of Dabka river; BWG1 
and 2, Wind-gaps of Baur river. 
Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM, 3 arc sec 
data with spatial resolution of about 90 m), IRS-1D LISS-
III digital image of 29 September 1997 (with resolution 
of 23 m) and CARTOSAT-1 stereo-othrokit data of 11 
November 2005 with resolution of 2.5 m for identifica-
tion and mapping of tectono-geomorphic features (Fig-
ures 1–4). Using these data we generated shaded relief 
image and 3D perspective surface view of the terrain, 
which helped us in delineating prominent displaced and 
deformed young fluvial and alluvial fan surfaces revealed 
by active fault scarps, back-tilting of terraces, deflection 
of channels and palaeo-wind-gaps (Figures 2–4). 
 Geomorphologically, the study area can be categorized 
in four broad zones from north to south7,9,40,41: (1) The 
folded Sub-Himalayan range comprises of Middle–Lower 
Siwalik succession in the eastern part and Upper Siwalik 
succession in the western part, bounded to the south by 
major Kotabagh Fault (KOF), (2) Kota Dun (Dun = 
valley) – marks the intermontane valley confined between 
Upper Siwaliks range and Lesser Himalayan rocks. (3) 
Sub-Himalaya – youngest detached range comprising of 
Upper–Middle Siwalik rocks demarcating the southern-
most fringes of Himalaya. (4) The Indo-Gangetic Plains 
which represents the present foreland basin (Figures 1 
and 2). The area comprises two major active faults – the 
Kotabagh Fault (KOF) which separates the Lower Siwalik 
Hill from Late Pleistocene to Early Holocene gravel fills 
of Kota Dun and the HFT separating the Quaternary allu-
vial deposits of the Indo-Gangetic Plains from detached 
Sub-Himalayan range7 (Figures 1–3). These faults have 
displaced young surfaces resulting into development of 
prominent south-facing fault scarps ranging in height 
from about 30 to 90 m (refs 7, 42, 43). Younger fault scarps 
with lesser height of about 13 m were also reported44, and 
also during the present study we came across fault scarps 
ranging in height from 9 to 12 m, which are formed due 
to uplift of river beds and deposits that belong to Dabka 
and Baur rivers (Figures 2). 
 The area is characterized by two major antecedent riv-
ers, Dabka and Baur, having their catchment in the Lesser 
Himalaya (Figure 1). These rivers flow transverse to the 
growing anticline in the frontal part. The Kaladungi allu-
vial fan extending for about 14–16 km N–S and about 
16–17 km E–W is the most conspicuous landform  
observed in the study area (Figures 1 and 3 a). Presently, 
the Kaladungi fan on its east is flanked by the Baur river 
and on west by the Dabka river (Figures 1 and 2). It 
represents a coaleased alluvial fan surface formed by 
sediments deposited by these two major rivers along with 
several southwest-flowing rivers emerging from the 
Lower Himalaya debouching into the alluvial plain (Fig-
ure 1). The Kaladungi fan surface has been displaced by 
KOF near its proximal part, and more prominently in the 
distal part by the Kaladungi Fault (KF) that lies along the 
front; this has resulted into formation of south-facing 
fault scarps (Figures 1–4). Topographic profiles drawn
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Figure 2. a, Stereo-pair of CARTOSAT-1 data covering the area of Kaladungi fan from east to west along KF. b, A view of 
south-facing active fault scarp east of Dol village. (Inset) Location of GPR profile collected at Dol. 
 
 
(SW to NE) across KF and fan area clearly show warping 
and back-tilting of the fan surface towards northeast 
(Figure 4 a–h). This deformation is attributed to long-
term displacement–deformation on KF (Figure 4  a–h). 
Also slight internal deformation marked by warping was 
noticed in the central portion of the fan surface; this is 
probably related to the movement taking place along HFT 
(Figures 2–4). This fault trace is marked as Himalayan 
Frontal Tectonic Line (HFTL)7. From the stereo-photo  
interpretation, 3D perspective view and topographic pro-
files, it has been noticed that the height of the uplifted fan 
comprising Upper Siwalik and Middle–Lower Siwalik 
surface is more (~ 200 m) in the central part and reduces 
towards east (~ 60 m) and west (~ 80 m) (Figure 4  g). The 
variation in fold height along the strike of the fault line 
can be attributed to lateral propagation of fault and  
related fold growth on either side (Figure 4  a and g). It 
has been suggested that in thrust-and-fold belts the dis-
placement is initiated with a nucleation close to the centre 
of each fault and propagates laterally in an elliptical man-
ner6,25,32,34. The lateral propagation of the fold along KF 
has resulted into diversion of the Dabka river to west and 
the Baur river to east (Figures 1–3 and 4 a, g). A promi-
nent diversion of the modern Dabka river along its pre-
sent course from east to west can be traced out well 
between Shivlalpur and Karampur towns (Figures 1–3). 
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This is justified by the existence of wind-gaps DW1, 
DW2, DW3 and DW4, through which it flowed earlier 
during Recent geologic past (Figures 1–4 and 5  a). The 
wind-gaps are characterized by about 0.5–1.0 km wide 
incised hanging valleys extending in NE–SW direction. A 
total distance of about 10–12 km can be accounted for the 
shift-diversion between DWG1 to DWG4 (Figures 1, 2 a, 
3 and 4 a, g). Similarly, the Baur river is shifted from 
west to east marked by two palaeo-wind-gaps, BWG1 and 
BWG2, between Kamola and Kaladungi towns. The total 
shift from west to east is about 5–6 km for Baur river 
(Figures 1, 2, 4 a, g, h and 5 b, c). Presently, some of the 
wind-gaps either of Dabka river or Baur river on the  
alluvial fan surface as well as the palaeo-channels in the 
Indo-Gangetic Plain are drained by smaller streams 
emerging from the nearby area (Figures 1–3). Based  
on the above observations from satellite data interpreta-
tion and ground truthing, it is suggested that the fault  
and related fold growth was not instantaneous but the  
displacement during each major earthquake along the  
active fault contributes towards the evolution of this land-
scape. 
 Considering the phenomenon of lateral propagation of 
fault and related folding, topographic profile extracted 
across the uplifted Kaladungi fan and across the fold 
along the strike, an attempt has been made to reconstruct 
the evolution of the landscape vis-à-vis drainage in the 






Figure 3. A 3D perspective view of the terrain of the study area, 
foothills of Kumaun Himalaya (USGS SRTM 3 arcsec data and IRS 
LISS III data). The Kaladungi fan has been displaced in its proximal 
part by Kotabagh Fault and in the middle part by HFT (?) and in the 
frontal most distal part by KF, an imbricated splay of HFT system. The 
KF has vertically displaced and back-tilted the fan surface which can 
be seen in the frontal part, result ing into south-facing fault scarp. Up-
lifted palaeo-valleys marked by wind-gaps of Dabka river are observed 
from the central part of the fold towards west (DWG1–4). Note that the 
height reduces towards west. The reduction of height of the fan surface 
towards NW is attributed to a phenomenon of lateral propagation of KF 
along strike. This has caused disruption and deflection of the Dabka 
river along its present course at the back of growing anticline, finally 
debauch in alluvial plain at Karampur. The palaeo-channel in the Indo-
Gangetic Plain is drained by a smaller stream emerging from the nearby 
area of the distal part of alluvial fan. 
Ground Penetrating Radar survey 
Active fault traces reported from this area7,9,40 and also 
palaeoseismic studies carried out near Belparao have 
helped in understanding the ongoing deformation along 
active fault44. To confirm the active faulting, we con-
ducted Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey across a 
NW–SE facing active fault scarp near Dhol (Figures 1, 
2 a, b and 6 a, b). 
 The GPR data were collected using SIR 3000 single-
channel system with 200 MHz shielded antenna. A total 
profile of 20 m length was collected in common-offset 
continuous mode (Figures 1 and 6 a, b). We were able to 
achieve a depth of about 6 m from the surface. A promi-
nent inclined reflection indicative of a low-angle fault 
strand dipping towards NE was identified between 0 and 
13 m horizontal marker, and between 0 and 5 m vertical 
marker (Figure 6). The hanging wall in NW marked by 
distinct georadar reflections is suggestive of folding 
within the sediment succession. These warped reflections 
are truncated along the fault plane and do not extend on 
the SW side (Figure 6). The fault trace is almost horizon-
tal, suggesting thrust movement from NE to SW. 
Discussion and conclusion 
The forward and lateral propagation of fault and related 
folding is one of the most commonly observed phenom-
ena in thrust-and-fold belt15,16,37,45. The geomorphology 
and drainage patterns in the area of active faulting and  
related growing fold provide information on the ongoing 
tectonic activity of the area25,33. Drainage diversions and 
the development of wind or water-gaps on the active 
growing structures are the usual manifestation of lateral 
propagation of fault and associated fold in the active re-
gions. One of the best-studied evidences of lateral propa-
gation of faulting and folding is that of Wheeler Ridge, 
USA, where presence of more than one wind or water-
gap is suggestive of lateral movement of fault-and-fold31. 
In the present study the diversion of the Dabka and Baur 
rivers and existence of their wind-gaps, DWG1-4 and 
BWG1-2 respectively, in the uplifted distal part of the 
Kaladungi alluvial fan has been used to delineate the on-
going tectonic deformation pattern in the frontal part of 
the Himalaya along KF, an imbricated fault of HFT (Fig-
ures 1, 2 a, 3, 4  a, g and h; and 5  a–c). Field studies and 
GPR profile helped us to get information about the ongo-
ing deformation along KF along a NE dipping thrust fault 
(Figures 2  a, b and 6  a, b). Similar deformation on a low 
angle fault is reported from palaeoseismic studies near 
Belparao village along the KF44. 
 The deflections of the Dabka and Baur rivers are  
attributed to forward and lateral propagation of fault- 
and-fold in the frontal part of the Himalaya along the 
HFT system. From the overall deformation pattern of
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Figure 4 a–h. DEM from SRTM data of the area around Kaladungi and Karampur in the foothills of Kumaun Himalaya. Black lines showing 
transects of topographic profiles across the Kaladungi alluvial fan. Where AA, BB, CC, DD and EE  are the profiles drawn across the distal and 
middle portion of the fan area from NNW to SSE and FF is the profile crossing the fan surface diagonally along the strike of the fault and fold to 
know the present channels and the wind-gaps of Dabka and Baur rivers. All profiles across the fan show prominent south-facing scarp (60–70 m) 
and back-tilting of fan surface towards NE in the frontal part caused by movement along KF. Topographic expression of KF dies out towards the 
east and west sides of the fan surface, which can be seen in profile FF . The height of the uplifted surface reduces towards east (~ 60) and west 
(~ 80) with maximum in the centre (~ 200 m). At least four wind-gaps of Dabka river (DWG1–4) are identified starting from the centre towards 





Figure 5. a, Field photograph showing the western edge of wind-gap DWG-4 that belongs to Dabka river near Dhol (refer Figure 1 for location); 
b, c, Wind-gaps of Baur river (BWG1 and BWG2) along KF near Kamola village. Red arrows show the trace of active fault along KF. 
 
 
the Kaladungi fan surface, it is suggested that initially 
(Stage I) the major (Dabka and Baur rivers) and minor 
streams were responsible for the deposition of alluvial fan 
in the foothill zone of Kumaun Himalaya (Figures 1, 3 
and 7 a). During this period the HFT did not play a major 
role in this part of the region. All rivers flowed down  
directly on the Indo-Gangetic Plains. Later (Stage II)  
the tectonic activity propagated towards the foreland re-
sulting in the development of a new fault line, the KF, 
which represents a young imbricated fault of HFT.  
Episodic movement along KF started displacing/uplifting 
the Kaladungi alluvial fan surface, resulting in the forma-
tion of south-facing fault scarps (Figures 1, 2  a, b, 3 and 
7 b). During the process of fold growth by addition of 
displacement on fault due to major earthquakes, the rivers 
got channelized and started incising their own fan depo-
sits. It is most likely that the Dabka and Baur rivers were 
capable to cope with the rate of uplift along KF until  
further propagation of fold in NW and SE directions. In 
Stage III, as the fault-and-fold propagated further,  
the erosive power in the channels of Dabka and Baur  
rivers was not enough to keep-up with the rate
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Figure 6. a, Unprocessed Ground Penetrating Radar profile collected across active fault scarp at Dhol village  
(refer Figure 1 for location). The hanging wall in the northeastern portion of the profile shows prominent warping of geo-
radar reflections. These reflections are truncated along a low angle, north-dipping fault strand. Fault strand is marked by 
black arrows extending between 0 and 13 m horizontal marker, and between 0 and 5 m vertical marker. 
 
 
of uplift; the rivers thus were disrupted–deflected along 
their present courses in NW and SE directions (Figures 
4 a, g and 7  c). It is suggested that the faulting in the fron-
tal part initiated in the centre of KF and propagated later-
ally along the strike of the fold towards east and west 
directions; this can well be justified by the higher eleva-
tion of uplifted fan surface in the central portion 
(~ 200 m) and reduces towards east (~  60 m) and west 
(~ 80 m; Figures 4 a and g). Considering the wind-gaps of 
both the rivers, i.e. DWG 1–4 and BWG 1 and 2, it is 
suggested that Dabka river experienced more events of 
deflection compared to Baur river (Figure 4 a and g). 
 Along the Himalayan arc similar evidences have been 
reported from the NW and NE parts6,18,29,35 and from 
western Nepal24. And also from foothill zone of Tai-
wan15,16 and eastern Ecuadorian33, where the diversion of 
the rivers and formation of wind-gaps are the prominent 
indicators attributed to the phenomenon of forward and 
lateral fault-fold growth. It has been suggested that dip of 
the detachment (fault system) plays a significant role in 
drainage development and landscape evolution in the  
regions of active fold related folding24. When the detach-
ment (fault-plane) is horizontal and lateral propagation 
rate is much higher than the convergence rate, drainage 
development is controlled by the relative rate of tectonic 
uplift and fluvial incision, but when the angle of the  
detachment is non-zero (fault plane), the lateral dis-
placement gradient and associated fold propagation sets 
up an axial slope at the back of the growing structure  
causing diversion of all drainages24. However, they sug-
gested that no wind or water-gap will form on the grow-
ing anticline. But several studies have indicated 
development of wind or water-gaps as the fault and asso-
ciated fold propagates15,16,30,33,36,37,45. We suggest a simi-
lar mechanism to explain the diversion of the Dabka and 
Baur rivers along their present courses in the foothill 
zone of Kumaun Himalaya. 
 From our studies we conclude that initially the tectonic 
active fault propagated forward along KF, and then the 
fault propagated laterally on either sides, i.e. towards east 
and west along the strike causing diversion of both rivers. 
The existence of more than one wind-gap of the respec-
tive rivers is indicative of multiple shifting of the  
channels. Dabka river with four wind-gaps and Baur
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Figure 7. a, Stage I: Prior to the foreland propagation of tectonic  
activity along KF, the HFT was the frontal most thrust. The Dabka and 
Baur rivers along with other minor streams were responsible for the 
deposition of the Kaladungi alluvial fan. b, Stage II: Propagation of 
tectonic activity towards foreland along Kaladungi Fault forming new 
fault line. Uplift of the Kaladungi fan deposits. Uplift along this fault  
initiated from the centre of the fold and propagated laterally in an ellip-
tical manner as commonly observed in thrust-and-fold belts. Major  
rivers (Dabka and Baur) got channelized and started incising their own 
fan surface. c, Stage III: The faults started growing and propagating 
laterally along the strike in NW and SE directions. The lateral propaga-
tion of KF was responsible of the disruption and deflection of Dabka 
river towards NW and Baur River towards SE, leaving behind signa-
tures in the form of wind-gaps. These wind-gaps represent the palaeo-
valleys of the major rivers. 
 
 
river with two, suggest that KF moved laterally more to-
wards NW compared to SE. The fault and associated fold 
growth was incremental and not instantaneous. This is 
justified from the occurrence of more than one wind-gap. 
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